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Abstract
In CDMA mobile cellular systems, wireless quality is
improved by soft handoff techniques. However, it re-
quires to hold multiple channels of cells, which is likely
to increase call blocking at wired channels. It is there-
fore necessary to consider the entire system including
the wired and wireless portions of systems for inves-
tigating an effectiveness of the soft handoff. In this pa-
per, we also clarify the effect of interference power from
mobile stations that are not in the soft handoff because
of lack of wired channels. In the analysis, we model
three-way soft handoff which has not been considered
in past researches. We also show the effect of a call
admission control to wireless quality.

1 Introduction
In CDMA mobile cellular systems, mobile stations (MSs)
can simultaneously connect with multiple base stations
(BSs) by soft handoff techniques. Soft handoff has ad-
vantages over hard handoff; It can avoid the interrup-
tion resulting from the frequent connection switching.
Moreover, an improvement of the radio channel quality
by decreasing interference power is also an important
result of soft handoff. On the other hand, each MS in
soft handoff state occupies wired channels at multiple
BSs. Therefore, we need to identify the influence of
such a redundancy on the wired channels.

Past researches on CDMA soft handoff have mainly
dedicated to the wireless channel quality. Seïte [1] eval-
uated the tradeoff relationship between radio channel
quality of uplink and downlink, and proposed a way to
decide the size of the soft handoff region. Chopra et al.
[2] described that introducing soft handoff causes the
decrease of shadow fade margin, which leads to the in-
crement of capacity or improvement of wireless quality.
As an exception, Paik and Jin [3] have evaluated block-
ing probability for newly generated and handoff calls
as the performance measure of CDMA systems to dis-
cuss the influence of soft handoff on the quality of wired
channels. They also presented a call admission control
method by considering those performance measures.

In these researches, however, either wired or wire-
less channel performance was examined separately, in
spite that it is necessary to evaluate the influence of
soft handoff on both wired and wireless channel per-
formance for the design of networks. Then system pa-
rameters, such as the size of soft handoff region and the
number of wired channels, affect both wired and wire-
less qualities. For example, a larger soft handoff region

makes more MSs be in soft handoff state and improves
wireless quality, although it makes more MSs consume
redundant wired channels in multiple BSs. This may
cause deterioration of blocking probability for newly
generated and handoff calls.

In this paper, we show that an excessive expansion
of soft handoff region deteriorates not only wired qual-
ity but also wireless quality. Concerning wireless qual-
ity, we show that this deterioration results from the inter-
ference power from MSs which cannot enjoy soft hand-
off because of lack of wired channels. In past researches
as to soft handoff, most of them assume that MSs can
connect with at most two BSs simultaneously. In a prac-
tical environment, however, MSs can connect with more
than two BSs as realized in IS-95 systems. Therefore,
we introduce an analysis method considering that MSs
can connect with three BSs simultaneously. The three-
way connection influences both wired and wireless qual-
ity, because more wired channels are occupied. More-
over, we investigate the effect of a call admission con-
trol which is introduced for improvement of handoff re-
fused probability [3]. In the paper, the effect of such
a control on only wired quality was investigated. We
show that the call admission control also affects wire-
less quality.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we explain the system model and performance measures
for each wired and wireless quality. In Section 3, we
propose an analysis method considering three-way soft
handoff. Then we show numerical examples by apply-
ing our analysis method in Section 4. In Section 4, we
also examine the effect of a call admission control. Fi-
nally, this paper is concluded in Section 5.

2 System Model and Performance
Measures

2.1 Model of CDMA mobile cellular sys-
tems

We assume that service area is divided into hexagonal
cells, and MSs spread on the system uniformly. In Fig-
ure 1, each circle around BSs is the boundary that MSs
can connect with the BSs. MSs in the single connection
region can connect with only BS0. MSs in two-way
connection region can connect with not only BS0 but
also the nearest BS that is in the adjacent cell. More-
over, MSs in the three-way connection region can con-
nect with BS0 and two nearest BSs that are in the ad-
jacent cells. We assume that the distance between two
BSs is 2, and MSs can connect with a BS if the distance
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Figure 1: Each region on the system

between them is 1+ r or less.

2.2 Evaluation of wired channels assign-
ment

We evaluate the assignment of wired channels with block-
ing probability for newly generated calls and handoff re-
fused probability. A newly generated call in each region
requests channels to every BSs which it can connect
with. Although a call generated in the single connection
region requests a channel to only one BS, a call gener-
ated in three-way connection region requests channels
to all of three BSs. If there is no available wired channel
in every BSs, the call is blocked. We call the probability
that a newly generated call is blocked asblocking prob-
ability, and adopt it for one of performance measures of
wired channel quality.

When a MS leaves current cell, and there is no avail-
able wired channel in the cells which it moves into, it is
terminated forcibly. In Figure 1, the MS which moves
into single connection region (move1) is terminated af-
ter it loses the connection with BS0, if there is no avail-
able wired channel at BS1. A MS which moves into
two-way connection region (move2) can connect with
two BSs, BS1 and BS2, after leaving current cell. In this
case, it is terminated when there is no available channel
in both two BSs. We call the probability that a handoff
call is terminated after it leaves the current cell ashand-
off refused probability, which is another performance
measure of wired channel quality.

Note that MSs can be in single connection state even
if they are in soft handoff region, when some BSs have
no available channels. We assume that calls which can-
not be in soft handoff state keep the same state as long
as they are in the same region, even if available channels
are generated in one of BSs which they do not connect
with. That is, the connection state can change at only
boundary of each region.

2.3 Evaluation of wireless channel quality
We focus on the uplink to evaluate wireless channel
quality. This is because the soft handoff mainly affects
wireless channel quality of uplink [4, 5]. As a perfor-
mance measure of wireless channel quality, we adopt
interference power that each BS receives. When con-
sidering a MS connecting with a BS, the power that

M12M21
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M32

M2oMo2

M3o
Mo3

Figure 2: Transition probability for MSs between each
regions

the BS receives from other MSs becomes interference
power for that MS. In CDMA systems, wireless qual-
ity of the MS deteriorates as the interference power be-
comes stronger, because wireless quality of a MS is af-
fected by the ratio of the signal power from it to inter-
ference power from other MSs. We assume that MSs
are perfectly power-controlled. That is, BSs always re-
ceive signals from accommodating MSs at same power.
Therefore, we can evaluate wireless quality of a MS by
interference power from other MSs.

3 The Analysis Method Consider-
ing Three-way Soft Handoff

Here, we show our analysis method to obtain perfor-
mance measures which we explain in previous section.
Firstly, we consider wired channels and derive block-
ing probability and handoff refused probability. Also,
we obtain the number of MSs in each area at the steady
state. By using it, we will derive interference power. We
determine these performance measures by focusing on
one cell by assuming that MSs spread uniformly in the
system. In the target cell, the number of calls in single
connection region is denoted asn1, and the number of
calls in two-way and three-way connection region isn2
andn3, respectively. The state of occupied wired chan-
nels is expressed as(n1, n2, n3). Its steady state prob-
ability is represented asp(n1, n2, n3). We assume that
the generation of new calls follows the Poisson process,
and the arrival rate per unit cell (the hexagonal cell in
Figure 1) is denoted asλ . Call arrival rates in each re-
gion, λ1, λ2, λ3, can be obtained according to area of
each region,A1, A2 andA3 (single connection, two-way
connection and three-way connection regions).

λi =
Ai

2
√

3
λ ; i = 1,2,3 (1)

We also assume that call holding time and residual time
of MSs in each region follow the exponential distribu-
tion. We denote mean call holding time as 1/µ, and
show an analysis method by illustrating the case of sin-
gle connection region in the following.

3.1 Mean residual time of MSs
We first show a determination method of a mean resid-
ual time of MSs in each region. We assume that MSs
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move at a fixed speed and never change its direction for
simplicity. Mean residual time includes both cases of
newly generated calls and handoff calls. Therefore it
is desired to calculate a weighted average by consider-
ing the number of both calls. However, we substitute a
mean residual time of newly generated calls for easy
calculation. We assume that calls are generated uni-
formly in the cell and MSs travel every direction with
same probability. Firstly, we calculate the distance from
a generation point of a call to the boundary of the region.
By calculating this distance for all coordinates and all
directions, we can obtain the mean traveling distance of
MSs, d1. The mean distance in the single connection
region 1/µ1 is calculated as follows.

1/µ1 = d1/s (2)

An average speed of MSs,s, is calculated by obtaining
the mean traveling distance for unit celldb and provid-
ing mean residual time in the unit cell 1/µc. For two-
way and three-way connection regions, we can obtain
mean residual times 1/µ2 and 1/µ3 similarly.

Concerning MSs in the two-way connection region,
they can move into both single and three-way connec-
tion regions. When calculating a distance of each coor-
dinate to each direction, we count the number of MSs
to each region,N21 andN23. We also calculate the mean
distance for each region,d21 andd23. The probability
that MSs move into each region is in proportion to the
number of MSs, and in inverse proportion to distance
because we assume that MSs travel at steady speed. Con-
sidering these facts, the probability that MSs move into
single connection regionR1 is obtained as follows.

R1 =
N21d23

N21d23+N23d21
(3)

The probability that MSs move into three-way connec-
tion region is expressed as 1−R1. The probability that
MSs move away from two-way connection region is de-
noted asµ2, which is a reciprocal of the mean residual
time. Therefore the probability that MSs in the two-way
connection region move into single connection region
and three-way connection region (µ21 andµ23, respec-
tively) is expressed as follows.

µ21 = R1µ2, µ23 = (1−R1)µ2 (4)

3.2 Blocking probability and handoff re-
fused probability

We obtain the number of MSs in each region in the
steady state by considering state transition probabilities,
where the state of the number of occupied channels in
each region is expressed as(n1, n2, n3). State transitions
occur by generation of calls, termination of calls and
movement of MSs between cells. As to the movement
of MSs, there are eight cases as illustrated in Figure 2.
Each transition probability is listed below.

M12 = n1µ1, M21 = (1/2)n2µ21

M23 = n2µ23, M32 = (2/3)n3µ3

M2o = (1/2)n2µ21, Mo2 = An1
µ1

M3o = (1/3)n3µ3, Mo3 = (1/2)An2
µ21

When considering the arrival of handoff calls, we as-
sume that all cells are in the steady state. We denote the
mean number of MSs in single and two-way connection
region in steady state asAn1

andAn2
, respectively.An1

is calculated as follows.

An1
=

C

∑
n1=0

C−n1

∑
n2=0

C−n1−n2

∑
n3=0

n1p(n1,n2,n3) (5)

An2
is calculated in a similar way. Then we can obtain

state transition probability to set up the equilibrium state
equation as follows.

{λ1+λ2+λ3+(n1+n2+n3)µ+An1
µ1

+(1/2)An2
µ23+(1/2)n2µ21+(1/3)n3µ3+n1µ1

+(1/2)n2µ21+n2µ23+(2/3)n3µ3}p(n1,n2,n3)
=λ1p(n1−1,n2,n3)+(λ2+An1

µ1)p(n1,n2−1,n3)
+(λ3+An2

µ23)p(n1,n2,n3−1)
+(n1+1)µ p(n1+1,n2,n3)1{n1+n2+n3<C}
+(n2+1)(µ+(1/2)µ21)p(n1,n2+1,n3)1{n1+n2+n3<C}
+(n3+1)(µ+(1/3)µ3)p(n1,n2,n3+1)1{n1+n2+n3<C}
+(n1+1)µ1p(n1+1,n2−1,n3)
+(1/2)(n2+1)µ21p(n1−1,n2+1,n3)
+(n2+1)µ23p(n1,n2+1,n3−1)
+(2/3)(n3+1)µ3p(n1,n2−1,n3+1) (6)

Then we calculate steady state probabilities by consid-
ering the normalization condition;

C

∑
n1=0

C−n1

∑
n2=0

C−n1−n2

∑
n3=0

p(n1,n2,n3) = 1 (7)

Note that, as shown in equation 5, the arrival rate of
handoff calls depends on steady state probabilities. There-
fore we repeat the above calculations. The probability
that every available channels are occupied in the target
cell p f is denoted as the probabilityn1 + n2 + n3 = C,
and expressed as follows.

p f = ∑
(n1,n2,n3);n1+n2+n3=C

p(n1,n2,n3) (8)

The blocking probability of calls generated in each sin-
gle, two-way, three-way connection regions becomes
p f , p2

f and p3
f , respectively, according to the number

of BSs which they can connect with. We can calculate
blocking probability in the whole service area,PB, from
weighted average by considering call arrival rate in each
region. By considering that the service area is divided
by hexagonal cells (See Figure 1),PB becomes

PB =
λ1p f + 1

2λ2p2
f + 1

3λ3p3
f

λ
(9)

In what follows, we explain the calculation method
of the handoff refused probability. We assume that the
MS moves away the current cell equally on the every
border. Accordingly, the ratio of the number of MSs
which move into single connection region to the num-
ber of that move into two-way connection region can be
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Figure 3: Transition of handoff calls

obtained by the ratio of circumference, which is denoted
asθT1

/θT2
of the central angles.

θ1 = cos−1 1
1+ r

, θ2 =
π
6

θT1

θT2

=
π
3 −θ1

θ1−θ2
(10)

Since handoff refused probability for MSs that move
into single connection region isp f , andp2

f for two-way
connection region, we can obtain handoff refused prob-
ability PT by considering the weighted average as fol-
lows.

PT =
p f θT1

+ p2
f θT2

θT1
+θT2

(11)

3.3 Calculation of interference power
We express the wireless quality by interference power.
From steady state probabilities obtained in Subs 3.2, the
mean number of MSs in single connection region,N1, is
determined as follows.

N1 =
C

∑
n1=0

C−n1

∑
n2=0

C−n1−n2

∑
n3=0

n1p(n1,n2,n3) (12)

Similarly, the numbers of MSs in two-way and three-
way connection regions are obtained. Alternatively, for
simple calculations, interference power values from MSs
in two-way and three-way connection regions are ap-
proximately calculated by assuming that MSs are in the
center of each region. As to MSs in the single connec-
tion region, MSs are assumed to be in the middle of BS
and boundary. We refer to [5] for calculating method of
interference power from each point.

4 Numerical Examples
In this section, we show the numerical results by apply-
ing our proposed analysis method. System parameters

Table 1: System parameters
call arrival rate λ 0.07
mean call holding time 1/µ 100
mean 1/µc 33
voice activity factor ν 0.375
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Figure 4: The effect of the number of wired channels on
wired qualities
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Figure 5: The effect of the number of wired channels on
wireless quality

we used are shown in Table 1. Refer to [6] for mean
call holding time, 1/µ, and mean residual time of MSs,
1/µc, and to [7] for voice activity factorν .

4.1 The effect of the number of wired chan-
nels

Here, we show the effect of the number of wired chan-
nels on wireless quality. We present the cases when the
numbers of wired channels,C, are 10, 15 and 20. Fig-
ure 4 clearly shows that less wired channels deteriorates
wired quality, both blocking probability and handoff re-
fused probability. As to wireless quality, the ratio of
interference power from MSs with single connection in
soft hand off regionIs to interference power from all
MSs It increases as the number of wired channels de-
creases (Figure 5). In Table 2, we show the relation be-
tween the number of wired channels and the ratio ofIs to
It when the width of overlap regionr (Figure 1) is 0.32.
As illustrated here, the smaller number of wired chan-

Table 2: The ratio of interference power from MSs with
single connection in soft handoff region to total interfer-
ence power (r = 0.32)

wired channels It Is Is/It

10 6.22 3.55 0.57
15 5.09 1.07 0.21
20 4.34 0.20 0.05
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Figure 7: The effect of a call admission control on wired
quality

nels deteriorates wireless quality because interference
power from MSs with single connection in soft handoff
region increases.

4.2 The effect of a call admission control
Here, we show the effect of a call admission control in-
troduced in [3] on wireless quality. The control method
reserves the numberg of wired channels for handoff
calls. Handoff calls can access every channels in the
BS, while calls generated in single connection region
are blocked if the number of unoccupied wired channels
is g or less. Then, handoff refused probability is ex-
pected to be improved because handoff calls can obtain
wired channels with higher priority over calls generated
in single connection region. The blocking probability of
calls generated in soft handoff region also improves be-
cause they can also obtain wired channels with higher
priority. However, there exists one problem that calls
generated in the single connection region suffer higher
blocking probability because wired channels in a BS
are assigned to handoff calls with higher priority. We
present the performance of the case when the number
of wired channels reserved for handoff callsg is 0 to 2
in Figure 7. It is shown that handoff refused probability
improves asg increases. Concerning blocking probabil-
ity, the impact of deterioration in the single connection
region dominates blocking probability of the whole ser-
vice area. On the other hand, the wireless quality is

improved by the increase ofg (Figure 6). As shown in
Section 3, wireless quality is deteriorated by the lack of
wired channels, which leads to more calls with single
connection in soft handoff region resulting in the cause
of strong interference power.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed an analysis method for
CDMA mobile cellular systems based on the considera-
tion that evaluating both wired and wireless quality inte-
gratedly is essential for system design. We have shown
that the limitation on the number of wired channels af-
fects both quality. Moreover, we have shown that a
call admission control which considers only the wired
quality gives an ill effect on the wireless quality. From
our results, it is apparent that adjusting system param-
eters by considering both wired and wireless quality is
needed for system design. This integrated evaluation is
necessary to control a system after the operation of the
system starts.
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